"Water is the fundament of life and the determinant part of every living
organization's life. There is no LIFE without water that makes it a priceless value!"

SEWAGE TECHNOLOGY

www.schefferj.ps.hu/ Croatia13w.htm

One of DIRECT-LINE LTD.'s main activity is the dewatering of communal and industrial sewage sludge
and the development and manufacturing of the technological equipment for its treatment.
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One of our most precious treasures is our natural environment which has to be protected by
every imaginable means. Both the industrial production and communal consumption generate
significant amount of sewage. This sewage must be cleaned before returning to the natural
circulation.
In the past few years, our company has set the target
for and carried out the development of such products
which are well utilizable in the course of both sewage
disposal and sewage processing.
In our rapidly changing world, the constant severity of
environmental standards requires more and more
modern solutions. Besides, it is also an important
criteria that both the investment and operation are
economic.
Our company tried to meet these expectations when
developing the sewage lifting station family that
satisfies a wide range of demands. On the other side,
economic operation is ensured by the patented design
equipped in the fiberglass reinforced polyester
containers.
Proper management of the collected sewage is also a
matter of environment protection which nowadays
must be satisfactorily solved in an ever growing range.
We have set the following requirements to the
dewatering equipment developed by our company:
high compression and efficiency rate
filtrate water of standard quality
flexible, multifunctional applicability
long lifetime
low need for maintenance
cost efficient operation
high automation grade
The targets outlined above are accomplished through
the modern design of our own-developed separators.
The equipment allows the alignment of the outlet dry
solids content within a large scale. The separator is
capable of significant amount of dewatering in one
step becoming useful as an efficient predewatering
unit.
Operational diagram of the sewage sludge
separator:
As you can see it in the figure, the separator allows
the filtering of dry solids in an energy saving manner,
on the principle of volume displacement with an
impeller running on low revolution speed.
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40-80 m3 of sewage can be dewatered in one step
by the traveling band screen press family
developed and manufactured by our company and
for the amount of sewage significantly beyond 4080 m3, the separator shall be applied in cascade
connection.
Dewatering of sewage sludge with different
characteristics can be made even more effective
by using optional accessories to our equipment.
For settlements of small size we recommend the
usage of well-tried biological sewage cleaning
technologies. Our company is more than willing to
assist you with the development, manufacturing
and on-site installation of necessary equipment.
Benefit of the efficient dewatering:
less volume of sludge
lower transportation and storage costs
economic energy utilization
Our dewatering equipment has been performing
well both in communal and industrial sewage
management. The relationships we have formed
with universities and other research institutions
help us to meet new challenges.
If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact us and we will try to provide an optimal
solution for your problem. Please take a look at
our reference equipment so that you can
personally experience all those described above.
The staff of Direct-Line Ltd. is working on the
development of complex solutions for the
improvement of our nature's conditions.
We recommend that you give us a try!
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Our company has performed several research and development projects in the past decade.
Their purpose was the development of sludge management's efficient and flexibly applicable
method. The expectations of customers are typically as follows:
Development of such an installation technology in the course of construction of sewage
collecting systems based on the experience having been collected so far which
overcomes today's known and wide spread solutions in respect of durability, cost level
and the need of maintenance.
Examination and evaluation of sewage cleaning technologies that are typically common
inland and compilation of scientifically grounded alternative professional offers.
Development of new technology in line with the requirements specified in the previous
clause and based on the typical dewatering technologies of sludge forming on sewage
sites.
Development of management technology for that sewage that differs from the standard
quality.
The range of quality and volume of sewage forming in the course of industrial technology
processes shows great diversification. Thus results that there is no unified scheme that can be
applied to the construction, cleaning and precleaning technology of the specific plants' sewer
system.
Here is a list of water types being contaminated during industrial utilization:
water released by refrigerator and steam systems
technologically used water
social used water of plants
rainwater to be drained from the plant site
emulsion sewage
Sewage cleaning aspects already appear during the development of industry production
technology. Cutting edge production technologies are water saving, the industrial auxiliaries
used are favorable in environmental respects or at least their removal from the sewage can be
performed relatively easily. Modern industrial technologies feature concentrated and
recirculated industrial sewage, recycled sludge and minimal environment pollution. We have
formulated multiple procedures for the cleaning of special sewage. This includes depending on
the sewage characteristics: extraction, oxidation, adsorption, evaporation, crystallization,
precipitation of contaminants, utilization of inherent energy.
Further information on the content of reports of certain research topics are available upon
request. You are more than welcome to ask for further information, professional guide books,
catalogues and manuals.
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